
                  | SOIL INVESTIGATION

Walk around your site and observe the soil.  
Mark your observations on the following scales:

Other observations:

The left side of the above scales typically indicate poor soil health, and the right 
side indicates high soil health. Based on your observations, write a hypothesis of 
the soil health at your site:

High human usage

Very wet  OR  Very dry

Low plant diversity

Little organic material

Light in colour

Low human usage

Moist

High plant diversity

Lots of organic material

Dark in colour
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SOIL SAMPLING  | WORKSHEET



                 | SOIL SAMPLING

Draw your soil sample in the box below, labeling the different horizons.

                 | SOIL TESTING

Using the soil testing kit, write down the measurements of your soil in the table below:

Based on the observations you have made in the Soil Sampling and Soil Testing 
sections, what do you think the health of your soil is? Why do you think so?

Use the soil texturing chart to figure out what texture of soil you have:

 A horizon: ________  B horizon (if present): __________

PART 2

PART 3  

O) Organic matter: this surface layer is dominated by the presence 
of large amounts of organic material in varying stages of 
decomposition (~0-5cm).

A) Surface soil: Layer of mineral soil with most organic matter 
accumulation (darker colour) and soil life (worms, nematodes, 
fungi, and many species of bacteria), often in close association with 
plant roots (~5-25cm).

B) Subsoil: this composed by mineral layers that may contain 
concentrations of clay or minerals such as iron or aluminum, or 
organic material (~25-75cm).

C) Substratum: Layer of unconsolidated soil parent material (lumps 
of unweathered rock). These layers are hardly affected by soil 
forming processes (~75-120cm).

Variable Test result
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